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Island Records was founded in Jamaica in 1959 by Chris Blackwell and Graham. They invented reggae influenced by folk, jazz, and
wartime music. Their music was created using jaga-jaga beats, but soon the musicians began experimenting with country, reggae, and
other rhythms. Their single "Can't Stop the Rain" became one of the first hits in the jazz style, as it contained the rhythm of rock and
roll. Shortly after the release and release of the single, the band was invited to play at the "Open Mike's Montreux Jazz Festival".
During this session, the musicians gave a free concert for the public, the audience showed interest in the band's music and was invited
to parties. This is what gave impetus to the further creation and recording of the album. The vocalist noticed interest in Led Zeppelin's
performance and stated that he wanted to move away from the traditional jazz style towards rock music. Blackwell decided to continue
his musical activities, and recorded a solo rock song "When the Levee Breaks" in a duet with Mark Knopfler. In an interview with
Rolling Stone, he said that he wanted to express the spirit of playing in a rock band, which was laid in him during his school days. Then
he played mainly on the double bass. In 1968, the group was officially formed. On stage for the first time Chris Blackwell created the
image of Lloyd in the drama "Led Zeep. 50s". After this picture, he was invited as a director to write the script for the musical "19-24".
He became involved in this as a co-author, together with Oscar Wilde, who played the role of Bernard Shaw in the film. Chris and
Wilde especially liked Lloyd Weinstein's portrayal in "Lord of the Flies" when they were working on the film. In 1969, the album
"Alan's Army" was released, in which the single with the words "Hi Ledu, Hi Ladies" aroused great interest. "Let's Roll the Dice Baby"
(1970), one of the band's best albums, was released at the end of the summer and garnered very good preliminary popularity. In 1971
they released the album "Louie Louie". The relatively lackluster commercial success was the result of the album having only one song,
"Let it Be". The album includes such chi
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